PRESRV ™ WINE & BEVERAGE COOLERS

THE PRESRV ™ GUIDE TO WINE STORAGE
From a crisp, cool rosé tucked into a picnic basket on a sunny day, to a long treasured, flawlessly aged and
decanted Napa Cab at a Very Important Dinner Party, wine is a part of your life—a really good part. And because
of that, you want it to be right, no matter who you’re serving it to or what the occasion is. You’ve carefully
purchased every bottle you own, but that’s just the beginning. You need to make sure your wine is protected
from the elements until you’re ready to drink it–and that it’s at the ideal temperature when you do. (Obviously
using a Presrv™ cooler is step number one!) What follows is a guide to making sure each wine you drink is
perfect—from picnic to party and beyond.
SO COOL

STEADY AS SHE GOES

Regulating the temperature of wine is important. Even minor
fluctuations in temperature can affect flavor profiles and the
ability to age. A temperature-stable storage environment is key to
having confidence in every bottle you open. PreciseTemp™ and
Active Cooling Technology provide temperature stability and
even cooling to maintain that perfect temperature.

Disruptions in the aging process such as vibrations can affect
flavors and rapidly spoil or flatten the taste. Wine needs to rest in
a still environment until it’s opened. The Vibration Dampening
System ensures noise and vibration are reduced to minimize wine
disturbance.

LIGHTS OUT
SOMETHING’S FISHY
As much as you love keeping salami, smoked salmon and gorgonzola in your fridge for those impromptu, let’s-open-one-morebottle nights—your wine does not want to be stored alongside
your robustly-scented snack foods.

A brightly lit environment will damage wine over time, resulting
in cloudiness and unappealing odors. Sunlight, fluorescent light,
and UV light are all equally detrimental to your precious bottles,
so even though you’d love to show off your newest acquisitions,
please don’t display your wines on the kitchen counter. All
Presrv™ Wine & Beverage Coolers include dual-pane, argon-filled
glass, which improves insulation to minimize heat exchange and
increases soundproofing characteristics. The Low-e coating helps
minimize the amount of UV and infrared light that passes
through the glass door.

BEVERAGE COOLER MODELS

PRB15C01AG - single zone
15” Compact / Built-in / Freestanding

PRB24C01BG - single zone
24” Compact / Built-in / Freestanding

PRB24C01BPG - single zone panel-ready*
24” Compact / Built-in / Freestanding

PRB24C01AS-OD - single zone outdoor
24” Compact / Built-in / Freestanding

FEATURES
Capacity: 4 bottles (750 ml), 62 12oz cans
34° - 50°F
39 dBA
34-3/16” - 34-9/16” height range
Stainless steel + glass door
Field-reversible door
Electronic capacitive touch controls
1 full-extension, black wood rack with
stainless steel trim
2 adjustable, transparent-gray glass shelves
with airflow openings
Sabbath mode

FEATURES
Capacity: 7 bottles (750 ml), 112 12oz cans
34° - 50°F
39 dBA
33-7/8” - 34-1/2” height range
Stainless steel + glass door
Field-reversible door
Electronic capacitive touch controls
1 full-extension, black wood rack with
stainless steel trim
2 adjustable, transparent-gray glass shelves
with airflow openings
Easily stores large diameter bottles
Sabbath mode

FEATURES
Capacity: 7 bottles (750 ml), 112 12oz cans
34° - 50°F
39 dBA
33-7/8” - 34-1/2” height range
Panel-ready + glass door
Field-reversible door
Zero-clearance door hinge
Electronic capacitive touch controls
1 full-extension, black wood rack
2 adjustable, transparent-gray glass shelves
with airflow openings
Easily stores large diameter bottles
Sabbath mode
Optional contemporary or pro-style handle

FEATURES
Capacity: 136 12oz cans
34° - 50°F
39 dBA
33-7/8” - 34-1/2” height range
304-grade stainless steel exterior
Stainless steel door
Field-reversible door
Zero-clearance door hinge
Door lock
Electronic capacitive touch controls
White LED lighting
1 full-extension, black wire rack
2 adjustable, transparent-gray glass shelves
Sabbath mode
Optional casters (set of 4)

*Shown with wood panel, not included.

WINE COOLER MODELS

PRW15C01AG - single zone
15” Compact / Built-in / Freestanding

PRW24C01BG - single zone
24” Compact / Built-in / Freestanding

PRW24C02BG - dual zone
24” Compact / Built-in / Freestanding

PRW24C02BPG - dual zone panel-ready*
24” Compact / Built-in / Freestanding

FEATURES
Capacity: 28 bottles (750 ml)
40° - 65°F
39 dBA
34-3/16” – 34-9/16” height range
Stainless steel + glass door
Field-reversible door
Electronic capacitive touch controls
6 full-extension, black wood racks with
stainless steel trim
Sabbath mode

FEATURES
Capacity: 53 bottles (750 ml)
40° - 65°F
39 dBA
33-7/8” - 34-1/2” height range
Stainless steel + glass door
Field-reversible door
Electronic capacitive touch controls
6 full-extension, black wood racks with
stainless steel trim
Easily stores large diameter bottles
Sabbath mode

FEATURES
Capacity: 45 bottles (750 ml)
40° - 65°F
39 dBA
33-7/8” - 34-1/2” height range
Stainless steel + glass door
Field-reversible door
Electronic capacitive touch controls
5 full-extension, black wood racks with
stainless steel trim
Easily stores large diameter bottles
Dual evaporators
Sabbath mode

FEATURES
Capacity: 45 bottles (750 ml)
40° - 65°F
39 dBA
33-7/8” - 34-1/2” height range
Panel-ready + glass door
Field-reversible door
Zero-clearance door hinge
Electronic capacitive touch controls
5 full-extension, black wood racks
Easily stores large diameter bottles
Dual evaporators
Sabbath mode
Optional contemporary or pro-style handle
*Shown with wood panel, not included.

FRENCH DOOR MODELS

FULL-SIZE WINE COOLER MODELS

PRWB24C32BG - dual zone wine & beverage
24” Compact / Built-in / Freestanding

PRW24C32BG - dual zone wine
24” Compact / Built-in / Freestanding

PRW24F01BG - single zone
24” Full-Size / Built-in / Freestanding

PRW24F02BG - dual zone
24” Full-Size / Built-in / Freestanding

FEATURES
Capacity: 21 bottles (750 ml), 64 12oz cans
40° - 65°F (wine side)
34° - 65°F (beverage side)
38 dBA
33-7/8” - 34-3/8” height range
Stainless steel + glass door
Zero-clearance door hinge
Electronic capacitive touch controls
6 full-extension, black wood racks with
stainless steel trim
3 adjustable, transparent-gray glass shelves
with airflow openings
Easily stores large diameter bottles
Dual evaporators
Sabbath mode

FEATURES
Capacity: 42 bottles (750 ml)
40° - 65°F
38 dBA
33-7/8” - 34-3/8” height range
Stainless steel + glass door
Zero-clearance door hinge
Electronic capacitive touch controls
6 full-extension, black wood racks with
stainless steel trim (each side)
Easily stores large diameter bottles
Dual evaporators
Sabbath mode

FEATURES
Capacity: 148 bottles (750 ml)
Capacity: 132 bottles (with display rack)
40° - 65°F
41 dBA
69-1/2” - 70” height range
Stainless steel + glass door
Field-reversible door
Zero-clearance door hinge
Electronic capacitive touch controls
13 full-extension, black wood racks with
stainless steel trim
1 full-extension rack, convertible to a
5-bottle display rack
1 half capacity wood rack
Easily stores large diameter bottles
Sabbath mode

FEATURES
Capacity: 138 bottles (750 ml)
40° - 65°F
44 dBA
69-1/2” - 70” height range
Stainless steel + glass door
Field-reversible door
Zero-clearance door hinge
Electronic capacitive touch controls
13 full-extension, black wood racks with
stainless steel trim
1 half capacity wood rack
Easily stores large diameter bottles
Dual evaporators
Sabbath mode
Optional full-extension rack, convertible to
a 5-bottle display rack

BLACK STAINLESS STEEL WINE &
BEVERAGE COOLERS
A sleek new alternative to stainless steel, Presrv™
Black Stainless Steel Wine & Beverage Coolers
provide a sophisticated edge to your home bar.
BEVERAGE COOLER

WINE COOLER

Black Stainless Steel Handle

PRB24C01ABSG - single zone beverage
24” Compact / Built-in / Freestanding

PRW24C02ABSG - dual zone wine
24” Compact / Built-in / Freestanding

FEATURES
Capacity: 7 bottles (750 ml), 127 12oz cans
34° - 50°F
39 dBA
34” - 34-1/2” height range
Black stainless steel + glass door
Field-reversible door
Zero-clearance door hinge
Electronic capacitive touch controls
Door open alarm
1 full-extension, black wood rack with
black stainless steel trim
2 adjustable, transparent-gray glass
shelves with airflow openings
Easily stores large diameter bottles
Sabbath mode

FEATURES
Capacity: 44 bottles (750 ml)
39° - 64°F
39 dBA
34” - 34-1/2” height range
Black stainless steel + glass door
Field-reversible door
Zero-clearance door hinge
Electronic capacitive touch controls
Door open alarm
5 full-extension, black wood racks with
black stainless steel trim
Easily stores large diameter bottles
Dual evaporators
Sabbath mode

3-Color LED Lighting

Easily stores large diameter bottles on
the designated 7-bottle capacity racks

PRESRV ™ SHARED FEATURES

Optional Pro-Style Handle Accessory*

Full-Extension, Black Wood Racks

Adjustable, Transparent-Gray Glass
Shelves with Airflow Openings**

PreciseTemp™

Active Cooling Technology

Multiple internal sensors help maintain accurate
temperatures.

An on-board computer controls an active cooling fan
to provide temperature stability and even cooling.

3-Color LED Lighting

Vibration Dampening System

LED lighting in Cloud White, Deep Blue and
Amber.

Noise and vibration is reduced to minimize wine
disturbance.

Dual-Pane, Low-e, Argon-Filled Glass

WARRANTY

Improves insulation to minimize heat exchange
and increases soundproofing characteristics.

*Not available on models: PRB24C01ABSG and PRW24C02ABSG
**Available on select beverage cooler models: PRB15C01AG, PRB24C01BG, PRB24C01ABSG and PRWB24C32BG

Zephyr Warranty
We back our products with a generous 2-year parts
and 1-year labor warranty along with a 5-year
warranty on the compressor.
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